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Giant charge inversion of a macroion due to multivalent counterions
and monovalent coions: Molecular dynamics study
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National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki 509-5292, Japan
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~Received 14 February 2001; accepted 12 April 2001!

We report molecular dynamics simulation of the~overall neutral! system consisting of an immobile
macroion surrounded by the electrolyte of multivalent counterions and monovalent coions. In a
short time~, a few nanoseconds!, counterions adsorb on the macroion surface in the amount much
exceeding neutralization requirement, thus effectively inverting the sign of the macroion charge. We
find two conditions necessary for charge inversion, namely, counterions must be multivalently
charged and Coulomb interactions must be strong enough compared to thermal energy. On the other
hand, coion condensation on the multivalent counterions similar to Bjerrum pairing is the major
factor restricting the amount of charge inversion. Depending on parameters, we observe inverted
charge up to about 200% the original charge of the macroion in absolute value. The inverted charge
scales as;z1/2 when z,1 and crosses over to;z for z.1, wherez5(A0 /r s)

2, r s is the Debye
screening length in the electrolyte andA0 is the distance between adsorbed counterions under
neutralizing conditions. These findings are consistent with the theory of ‘‘giant charge inversion’’
@Phys. Rev. Lett.85, 1568~2000!#. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Correlation effects in the systems of charged partic
such as plasma or electrolyte solution, are well known si
the works by Debye and Hu¨ckel in 1923.1 Classical intuition
suggests that correlation can be viewed as screening in w
a cloud of ions around, say, positive particle is slightly dom
nated by negative counterions, such that for an outside
server ~who measures the electric field! the shield of pre-
dominantly negative charges effectively reduces the cen
positive charge. Recently, a significant attention has b
attracted by the notion that much more dramatic effec
possible in the system with strongly charged ions.2 Namely,
instead of charge reduction due to the shielding, it is poss
to observe charge inversion due to the ‘‘overscreenin
Furthermore, it was shown that the inverted charge may
quite large, even larger in absolute value than the orig
bare charge, giving rise to the concept of ‘‘giant’’ char
inversion.3

In the present paper, we use molecular dynamics si
lation technique to address the question of possible limits
charge inversion. Overall, we confirm the theoretic
prediction3 and observe ‘‘giant’’ charge inversion, with th
ratio of inverted and bare charges reaching up to about
~in absolute value!.

Although we consider here only primitive schema
model with spherical ions immersed in the medium of a c
stant dielectric permeabilitye, this should be viewed as th
step towards better understanding of such first magnit
scientific problems as, e.g., that of chromatin structure.
deed, chromatin represents a complex of strongly negati
charged thread of DNA with positively charged smaller p
5670021-9606/2001/115(1)/567/8/$18.00
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tein molecules. For instance, virtually every paper on cha
inversion mentions the fact that protein core of a nucleoso
particle4 carries lesser amount of positive charge than
amount of negative charge on the wrapped around DNA.
a simpler level, complexes of polycations and polyanyo
were under scrutiny for a long time,5 as well as complexes o
charged polymers with charged colloids.6

In theoretical aspect, the most advanced treatm
of charge inversion is due to Shklovskii and his c
workers.2,3,7,8 In these works, the universal physical mech
nism behind charge inversion is recognized as correlati
between shielding ions~see also brief review paper9!. It was
emphasized2 that the idealized image of these shieldin
counterions form a Wigner crystal on the surface of t
shielded macroion~see also earlier work10!. However, it was
mentioned2 and addressed in more detail7,8 that in most real
cases, correlations are not quite as strong as to produ
crystal, but sufficient to maintain short range order, a
therefore, correlation energy is similar to that of a cryst
Obviously, this mechanism is operational when shield
ions are strongly charged. Furthermore, it was realized
the best situation for charge inversion occurs when mono
lent salt is present in addition to strongly charged ions.3,11

Salt ions, as their charges are small, behave in a ‘‘tra
tional’’ way; they simply screen all interactions at the di
tance about Debye lengthr s . However trivial itself, this
leads to a dramatic increase in charge inversion, becaus
attraction of a counterion to its Wigner–Seitz cell on t
macroion surface is over a significantly shorter range th
the repulsion of a counterion from the uncompensated cha
of all other counterions. For completeness, we mention h
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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also recent works developing charge inversion theory to
clude polyelectrolyte ions,12–14 alternative approach treatin
correlations in a different manner,15 as well as more forma
theoretical approaches.16

Numerical studies of charge inversion were made
several authors, starting from the pioneering works.17,18 In
one of the papers,18 charge reversal of charged planar wa
was studied for the case of multivalent counterions and s
and polyelectrolyte chains. In recent works19–21 computer
simulations were reported along with various ways to
derive and re-examine the concept of lateral correlations
tween counterions as the driving force behind charge inv
sion. These papers19,20 reported impressive agreeme
between theoretical conjectures and their computationa
sults. However sophisticated, these simulations except
brief report18 concentrated on the cases of no added salt
of abundance of counterions. In other words, people mo
examined the very dilute extreme cases with respect to m
roions assuming at the same time finite concentration
counterions. Our first intent in the present work is to re
this serious restriction and to simulate a realistic mode
which thermodynamic cost of adsorption of counterions
the surface of a macroion is contributed by both the eve
on the macroion surface and in the surrounding solution

The other closely connected goal of our present st
has to do with the following delicate aspect of the ‘‘gian
charge inversion scenario. In order to make correlations
charge inversion stronger, one is tempted to choose la
ratio of the Coulomb energy to thermal energy. But when
is too large, the small salt ions start to condense on the
faces of counterions, effectively reducing their char
Therefore, charge inversion is expected to be the stronge
the intermediate regime when correlations between coun
ons are already strong but condensation of small ions
them is still weak. Therefore, we want to check computati
ally in the present work how robust is this theoretical pred
tion.

To achieve the above stated goals, we perform molec
dynamics study of the system consisting of a single mac
ion, large number of multivalent counterions, and a mu
tude of monovalent coions immersed in a Langevin fluid. W
note that hydrodynamic effects, which may be important
interactions between colloidal particles away from therm
dynamic equilibrium,22–24 are ignored in the present stud
because we concentrate on the equilibrium aspects only

The paper is organized as follows. The simulati
method and parameters are described in Sec. II. In Sec
by direct measurement of the peak height of the radial cha
distribution we show that the ‘‘giant’’ charge inversion tak
place when the following two conditions are simultaneou
met: ~1! multivalent counterions with valenceZ>2 are
present, and~2! Coulomb energy prevails over the therm
energy at the length scale of a single ion size,a:Ga

5Ze2/eakBT.1. We study in details the dependence
charge inversion on the radius and charge of the macro
the valence and density of counterions and coions, and t
perature. For large density and valence of counterions,
amount of inverted charge increases linearly with io
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strength, and reaches up to 200% the original macro
charge.

Extension of the present work to the case under elec
phoretic environments is discussed in a separate paper25 in
which the effect of an applied electric field on the char
inversion process is investigated with the use of molecu
dynamics simulation.

II. SIMULATION METHOD AND PARAMETERS

A. Equations

Specifically, we consider the following model. The sy
tem includes a single macroion with negative chargeQ0

,0, N1 multivalent counterions with a positive chargeZe
each, andN2 monovalent coions with a negative charg
(2e) each~e.0 is the elementary charge!. Overall charge
neutrality is strictly enforced:Q01ZeN12eN250. All
ions are confined within the three-dimensional simulat
domain having spherical shape with radiusRM . The macro-
ion is considered immobile; it is placed at the origin~center
of the domain!, and all other ions are mobile. All ions ar
supposed to be of spherical shapes, with macroion hav
radiusR0 and all mobile ions having identical radiusa; a
serves also as a unit of length.

The molecular dynamics simulation here solves
Newton–Langevin equations of motion,

m
dvi

dt
52“F~r i !2“f~r i !2navi1Fth ,

~1!
dr i

dt
5vi ,

where the potentialsF and f, describe interactions of a
given ion with other mobile ions and with the macroio
respectively,

F~r i !5(
j

H ZiZje
2

er i j
1eLJS S a

r i j
D 12

2S a

r i j
D 6D J ,

~2!

f~r i !5Zie
Q0

er i
.

Here,r i andvi are the position and velocity vectors of thei th
particle, r i j 5ur i2r j u, e is the dielectric constant,eLJ is the
Lennard-Jones energy. As for the boundaries, we ass
elastic reflection every time when a mobile ion hits either
domain boundary atr 5RM or the macroion surface atr
5R0 . The last two terms of Eq.~1! represent the Langevin
thermostat due to the surrounding neutral medium. T
Stokes formula for a sphere is adopted for the friction te
with n being the friction constant, andFth is the random
d-correlated thermal agitation. Since we are interested in
static ~equilibrium! configurations where the macroion is
rest, we assume that the thermal agitation forcef i(t) does
not depend on time, and that it satisfies^ f i(t) f i(t8)&
52pnad(t2t8).

The inertia term is retained in the momentum equat
for numerical stability of the electrostatic forces; masses
all mobile ions are assumed identical, equal tom. This leads
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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to the choice ofvp
21 as the natural time unit, wherevp

5(4pn0e2/em)1/2 is plasma frequency andn0 the average
ion number density.

B. Parameters

It must be born in mind that phenomena resembl
charge inversion may occur when other forces, apart fr
Coulomb electrostatic ones, operate in the system~including
complicated helical shape of the molecules involved26!. In
this study we are interested in the situation when pure e
trostatic forces dominate. Accordingly, we chooseeLJ

5(1/12)e2/ea; this corresponds to the depth of Lennar
Jones potential well equal to2eLJ/452(1/48)e2/ea, which
means that the Lennard-Jones attraction force is very s
compared to the Coulomb force even for monovalent ion
the distance of the ion sizea.

We also consider densities at which short range rep
sion ~excluded volume effect! between ions is not impor
tant, as volume fraction of particles in the simulatio
domain, f5f11f25a3(N11N2)/(RM

3 2R0
3), is small,

aboutf'0.05 or less for all cases considered in this pap
By contrast, Coulomb interactions are strong. To

more specific, there are several relevant parameters con
ling different manifestations of Coulomb forces. First of a
multivalentZ ions are attracted to the macroion and can
adsorbed on its surface. This is controlled by the parame

GQ5
ZeQ0

eR0T
~3!

~for the temperatureT, we use energy units and omit Boltz
mann constantkB!. Second, monovalent coions are attrac
to the multivalent counterions~Z ions! and condense there
which is controlled by the parameter

Ga5
Ze2

eaT
. ~4!

A little more delicate matter is the possible correlation b
tween repelling ions, particularly those adsorbed on the m
roion. This is characterized byG5Z2e2/eAT, whereA is
estimated as the distance between two adsorbed counte
in the situation when the number of adsorbed counterion
just sufficient to neutralize the macroion, that
(Q0 /Ze)p(A/2)254pR0

2 or A54R0AZe/Q0. Thus,

G5
~Ze!3/2Q0

1/2

4eR0T
. ~5!

In principle, there is also other similarG parameters which
control correlations between various ions in the bulk; in t
work we do not address this aspect.

In the present study, we typically look at theGa values
in the rangeGa56 – 80. For the estimates, it is useful to ke
in mind that Bjerrum lengthl B5e2/eT is close to 7 Å under
typical conditions—at room temperature in water~e'80!. In
particular, for the typical small ions, for whicha'4 Å
~counting attached water!, we get Ga'1.7Z, which is
roughly between 4 and 10 forZ between 2 and 7. As regard
G5Ga(a/4R0)AZQ0 /e, it may be greater thanGa if macro-
ion is strongly charged~Q0 /e is large!.
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Note also that under typical conditions, such asm
'50mH andn0'(1/10 Å)3, wheremH is proton mass, and
n0 the average density of counterions, the characteristic
quency and time are aboutvp'6.631011s21 and vp

21

'1.5 ps.
In our molecular dynamics study, the initial positions

coions and counterions are distributed randomly in the
main between the two spheresR0,r ,RM , each ions having
the velocity that satisfies the Maxwell distribution. The int
gration of the equations of motion is done with the use of
leapfrog method which is equivalent to the Verl
algorithm.27 The time step of integration isDt50.01vp

21 ,
and simulation runs are executed up to 5000vp

21 . For the
standard run to be mentioned below, it takes about
3103vp

21 before a state is reached that can be assum
equilibrated, at least in terms of the inverted charge Eq.~9!
being stationary. This corresponds to a few nanoseconds
the typical conditions.

Below in Sec. III, we report the simulation results co
centrating on the general properties of the charge invers
its dependence on the radius and charge of a macroion
valence and density of counterions, and temperature. W
changing the parameters, the electrostatic binding energ
counterions to the macroion is kept constant by fixingGQ

@Eq. ~3!#.
In the present study, the following values of paramet

are considered ‘‘standard’’ and used unless otherwise sp
fied: radius of the macroionR053a, its chargeQ05228e
~assumed negative!, valence of the counterionsZ57, and the
number of the counterions and coionsN1552 and N2

5336, respectively. The radius of the outer boundary sph
is RM520a. The temperature is chosen such thatGa

54.2Z.
To support physical intuition, it is useful to estimate th

Debye screening length. Naive application of standard f
mula yields

r s5F 4
3 p~RM

3 2R0
3!eT

4pe2~Z2N11N2!
G1/2

5aF ~RM /a!32~R0 /a!3

3Ga~ZN11Z21N2!G
1/2

, ~6!

which is about 0.5a under the ‘‘standard’’ conditions. This
result may seem surprising, as physically screening len
cannot be smaller than the size of smallest ions.28 Of course,
such a small value of screening length indicates very str
Coulomb interactions in the bulk solution. This fact can a
be seen differently, by noting that the parameters controll
validity of the linearized Debye–Hu¨ckel theory for the
plasma away from macroion areZf1

1/3Ga and f2
1/3Ga /Z,

which are both large compared to unity, about 10–200Z
53 – 7) and 1–4, respectively.~These parameters mean th
ratio of the Coulomb energy between particles of respec
signs and thermal energy at typical distances—controlled
densities.! Thus, we examine the cases under which plas
outside the macroion is very nonlinear. Physically, this
manifested by extensive condensation of coins on multi
lent counterions, as will be seen in the results below. S
condensation is analogous to the Bjerrum pairs formati
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Condensation means that effective charges of particles
reduced, and also the effective density of charged particle
lowered. That leads to the increase of real screening ra
which attains some respectable value. We do not attemp
estimate it, as we do not rely on any particular theory.
stead, we will just see what molecular dynamics show.
shall see that condensation of coions is the major factor
iting the extent of charge inversion.

Another interesting quantity to estimate is the Gou
Chapman length associated with the planar surface of a m
roion,

l5
eT

2Zpes
5a

2~R0 /a!2

GauQ0 /eu
, ~7!

wheres5uQ0u/4pR0
2, which turns out to be about 0.15a/Z.

~Strictly speaking,l is defined for the plane, not spheric
surface; however, sincel/R0'0.05!1, definingl based on
the plane geometry is reasonable.!

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Observing charge inversion

1. Standard regime

The results of our simulations are presented in Figs. 1
Figures 1 and 2 present typical results of the run perform
under the ‘‘standard’’ conditions. Specifically, Fig. 1 show
a snapshot of the spatial distribution of counterions a
coions around the macroion after charge distribution has
come stationary. Since our simulation includes hundred
particles, it is impossible to ‘‘see’’ all of them in any mea
ingful way; we show, however, the configuration of ions
the immediate vicinity of the macroion surface, in whic
only the ions residing in the thin layerR0<r<R013a are
depicted.

FIG. 1. ~Color! The bird’s-eye view of the screening atmosphere withina
from the macroion, att55000vp

21 for the ‘‘standard’’ parameters. Macro
ion is a red sphere in the middle; macroion radiusR053a and chargeQ0

5228e. Multivalent counterions of valenceZ57 and monovalent coions
are shown in light blue and dark blue, respectively. Temperature is ch
such thatGa5Ze2/eaT529.4. Note that significant condensation of coio
on the counterions is observed. For this reason, correlations betwee
sorbed multivalent counterions are nowhere near ideal Wigner crystal w
G'137 @Eq. ~5!# is very large.
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As seen in Fig. 1, counterions~light blue! attach right on
the surface of the macroion with a lateral spacing, wh
coions~dark blue! stay some distance away from the macr
ion surface. It is clear that lateral correlations are pres
between counterions, particularly because there are no p
in which counterions are close to each other. Not surp
ingly, however, these correlations are much weaker than

en

ad-
ile

FIG. 2. Charge inversion under the ‘‘standard parameters,’’ as in Fig. 1~a!
The radial distribution function of the chargers(r ) @Eq. ~8!# of counterions
~open bars! and that of coions~shaded bars! as a function of the distancer
from the macroion center.~b! The integrated charge distributionQ(r ) of
counterions plus coions@Eq. ~9!#. The portionQ(r )/uQ0u.1 corresponds to
charge inversion. Comparatively large fluctuations near the wall is ma
due to the volume element 4pr 2.

FIG. 3. ~Color! The bird’s-eye view of the screening atmosphere within 3a
from a ‘‘large’’ macroion, att54000vp

21 for the run of the macroion radius
R058a. Other simulation parameters are the same as those of Fig. 1, ex
that the temperature is adjusted to keep the quantityZe2/eR0T the same as
in Fig. 1. It means thatG, Eq. ~5!, is the same here and in Fig. 1, whileGa

is greater here by a factor of 8/3 than in Fig. 1. Accordingly, stron
binding of monovalent coions~dark blue! to multivalent counterions~light
blue! is observed, and adsorbed counterions are less strongly correlate
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the case without coions examined in the previous work20

although counterions are correlated in Fig. 1, their spaci
are not regular and cannot be identified as a Wigner crys
Regarding coions, they are seen to condense on the top
of the counterions, presumably because of strong repul
of the coions from macroion surface. We note here that
condensation of coions on the counterions is responsible
limiting the amount of charge inversion. In the configurati
shown in Fig. 1, the numbers of counterions and coio
within the distancea from the macroion surface areNa

1

511 andNa
255, respectively. This means that the maximu

FIG. 4. Charge inversion of a ‘‘large macroion’’—the system shown in F
3. Plot format and notations are the same as in Fig. 2. Counterions
loosely bound to the macroion for the reason noted in Fig. 3. Although
amount of inverted charge is smaller compared to that in Fig. 2, it is
significant.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the inverted charge on the radius of macroionR0 is
shown for the counterions with the valenceZ53 and 7. The charge of the
macroion isQ05228e; the number of coionsN25335 ~or 336! corre-
sponds to the densityn2;131022a23. The ordinate is the maximum o
the integrated chargeQpeak5max(Q(r)) @Eq. ~9!#, normalized by the macro-
ion chargeuQ0u. Each data point is an average of three runs, and a ver
bar shows the range of time variations and deviations among the runs
Downloaded 07 Jan 2004 to 133.75.134.63. Redistribution subject to A
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amount of inverted charge, i.e., ‘‘macroion1attached
counterion1attached coions,’’ is144e. This is to be com-
pared with the bare macroion charge of228e, which
amounts to the maximum charge inversion of about 16
the original macroion charge. On the other hand, the
charge of the macroion complex, to which coions and co
terions at r<R012a contribute, is roughly 11Ze245e
1Q0'14e.

Figure 2~a! shows the radial distributions of coion an
counterion charges

rs~r !5eZsE (
i Ps

d~r2r si!

4pr si
2 dV r , ~8!

wheres means either coions or counterions,Zs is, accord-
ingly, either21 or Z; summation runs over all ions of th
given sorts, r si is the position vector of ioni of the sorts,
and V r is the solid angle of directions of vectorr . Data
points of Fig. 2 ~and also Fig. 4! are obtained by time
averaging to reduce the fluctuations due to finite num
and d-functionlike profile of particles ~the bin width
is 0.2a!. These results are consistent with the maximu

.
re
e
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al

FIG. 6. Dependence of inverted charge on temperature is shown for c
terions of different valenceZ; it is given by a master curve. The abscissa
the ratio of the Coulomb energy of the counterions to thermal energy,Ga

5Ze2/eaT. The radius of macroion isR053a, and the number of coions is
kept nearly the same,N2;335 and 336 forZ55 and 7, respectively.

FIG. 7. Dependence of inverted charge on the macroion chargeQ0 . The
radius of macroion isR053a, and the valence of counterions isZ57.
Temperature is adjusted to keep the binding energyGQ5ZeuQ0u/eR0T con-
stant asQ0 varies.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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amount of 160% charge inversion. Indeed, the distribution
the counterions, denoted by open bars, is sharply peake
r >R0 , while that of the coions~shaded bars! is broad and
detached from the macroion surface. Although at this st
we do not formulate any rigorous algorithmic definition as
which counterions are close enough to the macroion to
called ‘‘bound,’’ we note that the peak in the radial dens
distribution of counterions is sharp enough to provide
quite clear distinction between bound and unbound ions.
therefore rely on this sharp peak, and in what follows
describe as bound those counterions that belong to this p

Figure 2~b! depicts the integrated charge of the mova
ion species~counterions and coions! of Fig. 2~a!, starting at
the surface of the macroion,

Q~r !5(
s
E

R0

r

rs~r 8! 4pr 82 dr8. ~9!

The portion above the baselineQ/uQ0u51 corresponds to
the charge inversion~this applies to all the following fig-
ures!. The maximum amount of inverted charge reach
160% for this run, as stated above, and theQ(r ) profile
relaxes to neutrality in a distance of approximately'2a,
thus suggesting once again that a significant population
coions reside on the outer sides of condensed counter
Small periodic peaks ofQ(r ) for r @R0 reflect spatially cor-
related density fluctuations which are much amplified
cause of the volume factor 4pr 2. On the other hand, we
observe a nearly neutral regionQ/uQ0u'1 extending for the
distance comparable to the Bjerrum lengthl B outside the
charge inversion layer. Few ions exist in this region. T
shows establishment of enhanced order due to strong C
lomb interactions.

The electrostatic potential drop across the charge di
bution peak corresponds to energy changeeDw'1.2e2/ea,
which is five times the thermal energykBT. This implies
strong binding of counterions to the macroion and coions
the counterions. In other words, this very strongly manife
nonlinear screening compared with Debye–Hu¨ckel screening

FIG. 8. Amount of inverted chargeQpeak increases monotonically with the
valence of counterionsZ, where temperature is fixed ase2/eaT54.2. The
inverted charge is well fit byQpeak;Z1/2 for Z<5, andQpeak;Z for Z.5.
Note that charge inversion occurs only for multivalent counterions, i.eZ
>2.
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of weakly coupled cases. Of course, this is by no me
surprising given the small value ofl Eq. ~7!, as mentioned
above.

Speaking about the dynamics of equilibration, it is inte
esting to note that the initial buildup of counterions on t
macroion occurs fairly quickly, in about 50– 80vp

21 , which
is roughly 100 ps for the typical numerical values of para
eters, as stated in Sec. II B. This time is much shorter t
overall relaxation time of the system (1;2)3103vp

21 ~a
few ns!, suggesting that equilibration of plasma apart fro
the macroion occurs fairly slowly. It is appealing to gue
that this fast buildup of screening~and even overcharging!
layer is connected with the strongly nonlinear correla
screening.

2. Other regimes

The charge inversion for the macroion with a large
dius R058a is depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. Other paramete
are the same as those of Fig. 1, except for the lower temp
ture (Ga578.4) to keepGQ5const, Eq.~3!. We again ob-
serve sparsely distributed counterions on the macroion
face. In this case, however, binding of the counterions to
macroion is loose, and their radial distribution in Fig. 4~a! is
almost as broad as that of the coions. The counterion ch
is better canceled on each site by the condensed coions
in Fig. 1.

We note that the number of condensed ions to the m
roion surface in Fig. 3 isN3a

1 ;13 andN3a
2 ;66; the number

of N1 is comparable to that in Fig. 1. This is consistent w
the fact that each counterion occupies roughly a neutraliz
region on the macroion surface, similar to the Wigner–Se
cell of Wigner crystal. With surface charge density of t
macroions5Q0 /4pR0

2, the size of such neutralizing region
or cell, is proportional to the size of the macroion:eZ
5psRws

2 , or Rws52R0(Ze/uQ0u)1/2. In other words, the
neutralizing number of counterions (R0 /Rws)

2 stays un-
changed as long as the macroion chargeQ0 is fixed. The
maximum inverted charge in Fig. 4~b! is about 40% the
original charge of the macroion, which is less than that

FIG. 9. Dependence of inverted charge on the ionic strengthnI5(Z2N1

1N2)/V, whereV is the volume of the simulation domain. Charge neutr
ity of the system is maintained. The guide curve isnI

1/2 for nI,0.02/a3, and
nI for nI.0.05/a3. The macroion radius isR053a, chargeQ05228e, the
valence of counterionsZ57, andGa54.2Z529.4.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Fig. 2. The electrostatic potential drop across the macro
surface is consistently less than the thermal energy,eDw
;0.05e2/ea,kBT;0.09e2/ea. The linear Debye–Hu¨ckel
theory nearly applies in this case.

We find similar features, based on identification
bound ions in the peak of their radial distribution, also f
the parameters further away from our standard conditio
For instance, we mention in passing the case of the cou
rions with smaller valenceZ53. For them, it takes some
what less than 13103vp

21 to reach the stationary state, an
the attained peak height is lower, about 70% the macro
charge, as shown in Fig. 8. This will be discussed in grea
details in one of the sections below.

B. Changing macroion properties and temperature

In the following figures, Figs. 5–9, the ordinateQpeak is
the maximum of the integrated charge of the counteri
plus coions, Eq.~9!. Each data point is an average of tim
and three runs, where a vertical bar shows the range of
variations and deviations among the runs.

The dependence of charge inversion on the radius of
macroion is depicted in Fig. 5. For different values of t
radius, temperature is adjusted accordingly to keep
changed the value ofGQ}1/(R0T), Eq. ~3!. The valence of
the counterions is eitherZ53 or 7. The number of counte
rions isN15121 andN1552 for Z53 and 7, respectively
which is large compared touQ0u/Ze required for charge neu
tralization of the macroion. These parameters are chose
such a way that the number of coions, which is determin
by neutrality condition, is virtually fixed, beingN25335 for
the Z53 case andN25336 for theZ57 case. This corre-
sponds to r s , Eq. ~6!, moderately changing betwee
0.3a– 0.8a, andl, Eq. ~7!, changing between 0.02a– 2.8a.

In Fig. 5, the inverted charge reaches its maximum
the radiusR0'3a irrespectively of the valenceZ. It falls off
rapidly both for smaller and larger radii, and becomes ins
sitive to the radius of the macroion forR0 /a@1. The maxi-
mum amount of the inverted charge is about 70% of the b
macroion chargeQ0 for Z53; it increases up to 150% ofQ0

for Z57. We find that the charge inversion reaches ma
mum also at virtually the same radiusR0'3a even for the
smaller number of counterionsN1515 (Z57), or for larger
macroion chargeQ05242e.

It is not difficult to understand qualitatively why th
charge inversion decreases at both small and large value
macroion radiusR0 , reaching a maximum in between. Whe
R0 gets very large, the lateral spacings between bound co
terions become too large to maintain correlations betw
them; on the other hand, whenR0 gets too small, the in-
creased repulsion among the adsorbed counterions bec
dominant.

The effect of temperature on charge inversion is sho
in Fig. 6. In this figure, the abscissa isGa5Ze2/eaT @Eq.
~4!#. As the figure indicates, the inverted charge for differe
values of valence form a master curve when plotted aga
Ga . The charge inversion is maximized at the intermedi
temperature corresponding toGa;45, or Ze2/eR0T;15
(R053a). The value of the Debye length isr s'0.6a for Z
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53 and r s'a for Z57. For the low temperature side,Ga

;100, the integrated charge distributionQ(r ) is sharply
peaked as that of Fig. 2~b!, while at the high temperature
side,Ga;10, the distributionQ(r ) is rugged and fluctuate
with time. The potential energy between the counterions
macroion decreases remarkably withGa for smallGa , and is
minimized atGa;40– 50. These observations are consist
with maximal charge inversion achieved through compe
tion of counterion condensation to the macroion and
coion–counterion pairing. Lower temperatures are favo
for the former due to larger Coulomb binding energy, a
higher temperatures are better to suppress the latter du
enhanced thermal motion.

Charge inversion is insensitive to the charge conten
the macroionQ0 for fixed value ofGQ5ZeQ0 /eR0T ~Ga

54.2Z or 6Z!, as seen byQpeak/uQ0u;const in Fig. 7. The
number of counterions attached to the macroion surface
the range 8–15 foruQ0u5(14– 42)e and Z57, which is a
few times that of the neutralizing number of counterion
uQ0u/Ze.

We note in passing that the geometrical capacity of
surface, controlled by non-Coulomb short range forces is
very far from exhausted, 4pR0

2/pa2;36. The regime of~al-
most! closed packing of the bound spheres on the macro
is examined in the recent work.29 Interestingly, theeffective
valence of the counterionsZeff , which is the charge of the
counterion minus that of the condensed ions, increases
the charge of the macroion; it isZeff;0.25Z for Q05214e
and isZeff;0.4Z for Q05242e.

C. Changing counterion properties

The dependence of inverted charge on the valence of
counterions is depicted in Fig. 8. Here, the macroion cha
and radius areQ05228e and R053a, respectively, and
temperature is fixed such thatGa /Z5e2/eaT54.2. It is em-
phasized that no charge inversion is observed for monova
counterions. The amount of the inverted chargeQpeak in-
creases with the valence, which is well scaled byQpeak

;Z1/2 for Z<5. TheZ.5 part can be fit byQpeak;Z. The
inverted charge is also an increasing function of the num
of counterions and coions, as seen by the difference of
two curves for two densities in the figure.

The dependence of inverted charge on the ionic stren
nI5(Z2N11N2)/V, is shown in Fig. 9, whereV54p(RM

3

2R0
3)/3 is the domain volume. The amount of inverte

charge Qpeak/uQ0u starts at (Ze/uQ0u)1/2 and increases
monotonically with the ionic strength. The functional for
of the scaling changes atnI;0.05/a3, as shown by fitting
curves. The ionic strength of a Ca21 ion and neutralizing
coions in every 10 Å cube yields 0.048/a3 for a52 Å. The
scaling Qpeak;nI

1/2 for the low ionic strengthnI,0.02/a3

smoothly joins a linear scalingQpeak;nI for the high ionic
strengthnI.0.05/a3. The nondimensional parameter of th
theory,3 z5(Rws /r s)

2512aGaNci(e/uQ0u)(R0
2/RM

3 ), is cal-
culated to be 0.7 fornI;0.01/a3 and Z57. The theory ex-
pectsQ(th);(NciZ)1/2 for z!1, andQ(th);NciZ for z@1.
The present simulation results agree with this theoret
prediction.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed the occurrence of giant cha
inversion and its parameter dependences with the use of
lecular dynamics simulations. The giant charge inversion
curred in a few nanosecond, which was based on the st
correlations among the multivalent counterions and coex
ing coions, particularly on the surface of the macroion. S
cifically, charge inversion was observed under the conditi
such that the Coulomb coupling parameter was significa
larger than unity,G@1. At the same time, it was necessa
that the valence of counterions was larger than unity,Z>2,
in the presence of coions. Counterions attached to the sur
of the macroion, while monovalent coions condensed on
counterions. This condensation, similar to the Bjerrum p
ing, is therefore identified as the factor limiting the amou
of charge inversion. The amount of the inverted chargeQpeak

was maximal at rather small radius of the macroion, a
leveled off at large radii if the macroion chargeuQ0u was
fixed. The ratioQpeak/uQ0u was independent of the macroio
charge, that is, the inverted charge scaled linearly with
charge of macroion.

With respect to the valenceZ and the ionic strengthnI

5(Z2N11N2)/V, the amount of inverted charge scaled
Q;(ZnI)

1/2 for the valenceZ<5 or nI<0.02/a3. As noted
in Sec. III C, this ionic strength corresponds to a Ca21 ion in
every 10 Å cube. The inverted charge scaled asQ;ZnI for
Z.5 or nI.0.05/a3. This scaling agreed with the theory o
giant charge inversion.3 The maximum inverted charge o
nearly up to 160% the bare charge of the macroion w
achieved at the medium temperatureZe2/eR0T;15, due to
the competition of multivalent counterion attachment to
macroion and monovalent coion condensation on the co
terions; the former was stronger at lower temperatures,
the latter was suppressed at higher temperatures.

In the present study, the macroion was assumed to
immobile. From the application points of view, it might b
informative to study the distribution of counterions a
coions around a moving macroion under the influence of
applied electric field. The study of such cases is reported
separate paper. The results indicate that a formed comple
a macroion and counterions drifts along the electric field
the direction implied by the inverted charge, and that cha
inversion is not altered until the electric field exceeds a cr
cal value.25
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